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All the written work should be done in Notebook 2.  

MATHS   
						 6.Writing : Understand the patterns and write four more numbers continuing the sequence.  
 

a) 18, 20, 22, 24, _______________  
b) 10, 13, 16, 19,   _______________ 
c) 5, 10, 15, 20,  _______________ 
d) 8, 12, 16, _______________ 
e) 20, 30, 40, _______________ 

     
       [Time: 10 Minutes                    MI- Logical  RBT- Application] 
 

7.Concept Activity :  Trace the following items and write the name of the  shape which you will get after tracing the object.                                                                                                   
a) an eraser    
b) a bangle   
c)a small bowl 
d) Five rupee coin 
e) a fork 

                       
[Time: 10 Minutes                    MI- Visual  RBT- Application]  	
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	 EVS	

       6.Reading: Revise the lesson Our Neighbourhood: Places in our neighbourhood (Bank, Post office and Fire Station). 
 

[Time: 10 minutes    MI: Verbal    RBT: Knowledge]   
                              

       7. Analysis: Complete the sentences with the suitable word. 
  
   1. To get my dress stitch, I go to ____. 
   2. We go to dairy to buy ___.  
  3. People in the _______________ are called fire fighters. 
   4. _____ lend money to people to buy a house, a car or land. 
 

[Time: 10 minutes    MI: Verbal    RBT: Application]   

	 HINDI	

         7 : kiv at a  p u n a r a v at - n a : kivata ‘ittlaI AaOr klaI’ ka punaravat-na kIijae.  

 

[Time: 5 minutes    MI: Verbal, Musical  RBT: Knowledge] 
 

    8 :  l a oKn a :  kivata ko AaQaar pr naIcao ide ir@t sqaana pr kivata kI pMi@tyaaÐ kaya- puistka -2    maoM ilaiKe. 

                        ______________ 

 
          nanhI sauMdr ek klaI.  
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                       ______________ 
       tuma lagatI hao baD,I BalaI. 

           ______________ 
          AaOr hmaaro saMga Kolaao. 

                       ______________ 
       mahko saarI galaI galaI. 

              ______________ 
       turMt Kola kI saunakr baat. 

    ______________ 
       ittlaI CUnao ]sao calaI. 

 
[Time: 10 minutes   MI: Verbal    RBT: Application] 
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